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Abstract—With the services that autonomous robots are to provide becoming more demanding, the states that the robots have to
estimate become more complex. In this article, we develop and
analyze a probabilistic, vision-based state estimation method for
individual, autonomous robots. This method enables a team of
mobile robots to estimate their joint positions in a known environment and track the positions of autonomously moving objects. The
state estimators of different robots cooperate to increase the accuracy and reliability of the estimation process. This cooperation
between the robots enables them to track temporarily occluded objects and to faster recover their position after they have lost track
of it. The method is empirically validated based on experiments
with a team of physical robots.
Index Terms— vision-based localization, multi-robot systems,
sensor fusion, cooperative state estimation, multiple hypothesis
tracking, robot soccer

I. I NTRODUCTION

Autonomous robots must have information about themselves
and their environments that is sufficient and accurate enough
for the robots to complete their tasks competently. Contrary
to these needs, the information that robots receive through their
sensors is inherently uncertain: typically the robots’ sensors can
only access parts of their environments and their sensor measurements are inaccurate and noisy. In addition, control over
their actuators is also inaccurate and unreliable. Finally, the
dynamics of many environments cannot be accurately modeled
and sometimes environments change nondeterministically.
Recent longterm experiments with autonomous robots [1],
[2], [3] have shown that an impressively high level of reliability and autonomy can be reached by explicitly representing and
maintaining the uncertainty inherent in the available information. One particularly promising method for accomplishing this
is probabilistic state estimation [4]. Probabilistic state estimation modules maintain the probability densities for the states of
objects over time. The probability density of an object’s state
conditioned on the sensor measurements received so far contains all the information which is available about an object that
is available to a robot. Based on these densities, robots are not
only able to determine the most likely state of the objects, but
can also derive even more meaningful statistics such as the variance of the current estimate.
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Successful state estimation systems have been implemented
for a variety of tasks including the estimation of the robot’s position in a known environment [5], the automatic learning of environment maps, the state estimation for objects with dynamic
states (such as doors), for the tracking of people locations [6],
[7], and gesture recognition [1].
With the services that autonomous robots are to provide becoming more demanding, the states that the robots have to estimate become more complex. Robotic soccer provides a good
case in point. In robot soccer (middle size league) two teams
of four autonomous robots play soccer against each other. A
probabilistic state estimator for competent robotic soccer players should provide the action selection routines with estimates
of the positions and may be even the dynamic states of each
player and the ball.
This estimation problem confronts probabilistic state estimation methods with a unique combination of difficult challenges.
The state is to be estimated by multiple mobile sensors with uncertain positions, the soccer field is only partly accessible for
each sensor due to occlusion caused by other robots, the robots
change their direction and speed abruptly, and the models of the
dynamic states of the robots of the other team are very crude
and uncertain.
In this paper, we describe a state estimation module for individual, autonomous robots that enables a team of robots to
estimate their joint positions in a known environment and track
the positions of autonomously moving objects. The state estimation modules of different robots cooperate to increase the
accuracy and reliability of the estimation process. In particular,
the cooperation between the robots enables them to track temporarily occluded objects and to faster recover their position
after they have lost track of it.
The state estimation module of a single robot is decomposed
into subcomponents for self-localization and for tracking different kinds of objects. This decomposition reduces the overall complexity of the state estimation process and enables the
robots to exploit the structures and assumptions underlying the
different subtasks of the complete estimation task. Accuracy
and reliability is further increased through the cooperation of
these subcomponents. In this cooperation the estimated state of
one subcomponent is used as evidence by the other subcomponents.
The main contributions of this paper are the following ones.
First, we show that image-based probabilistic estimation of
complex environment states is feasible in real time even in complex and fast changing environments. Second, we show that
maintaining trees of possible tracks is particularly useful for estimating a global state based on multiple mobile sensors with
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position uncertainty. Third, we show how the state estimation
modules of individual robots can cooperate in order to produce
more accurate and reliable state estimation.
In the remainder of the paper we proceed as follows. The
next section introduces autonomous robot soccer and our research platform. Section III describes the software architecture of the state estimation module and sketches the interactions
among its components. Section IV, V and VI provide a detailed
description of the individual state estimators. We conclude with
our experimental results and a discussion of related work.
II. AUTONOMOUS ROBOT S OCCER
Robotic soccer has become a standard “real-world” testbed
for autonomous multi robot control [8]. In the middle size
league two teams of four autonomous robots — one goal keeper
and three field players — play soccer against each other. The
soccer field is five times nine meters large and surrounded by
walls. The key characteristics of middle size robot soccer is
that the robots are completely autonomous. Consequently, all
sensing and all action selection is done on board of the individual robots. Skillful play requires our robots to recognize
objects, such as other robots, field lines, and goals, and even
entire game situations.
The AGILO1 RoboCup team [9], consists of four Pioneer I
robots; one of them is depicted in Figure 1(a). The robot is
equipped with a single on board Linux computer (2), a wireless
Ethernet (1) for communication, and several sonar sensors (4)
for collision avoidance. A color CCD camera with an opening
angle of 90 (3) is mounted fix on the robot. The robot also has
a dribbling (5) and a kicking device (6) that enable the robot to
dribble and shoot the ball.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. (a) An AGILO soccer robot and (b) a game situation.

Autonomous robot soccer confronts self-localization and object tracking mechanisms with challenging research problems.
The camera system with an opening angle of 90 and pointed to
the front gives an individual robot only a very restricted view of
the game situation. Therefore, the robot needs to cooperate to
get a more complete picture of the game situation. Vibrations
of the camera, spot light effects, and poor lighting conditions
cause substantial inaccuracies. Even small vibrations that cause
jumps of only two or three pixel lines cause deviations of more
than half a meter in the depth estimation, if the objects are several meters away. The opponent robots change their speed and


The name is an homage to the Agilolfinger, the earliest dynasty ruling
Bavaria in the 6th century. The dynasties most famous representatives are Grimoald, Hugibert, Odilo and Tassilo.
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Fig. 2. Architecture of the perception module of the soccer robots.

moving directions very quickly and therefore an iteration of the
tracking algorithm has to be very fast such that the inaccuracies
of the motion model does not have such a huge effect.
III. OVERVIEW OF S ENSOR I NTERPRETATION AND S TATE
E STIMATION
The perception module of each soccer robot receives an asynchronous stream of sensor data and maintains a belief state with
respect to its own position on the field, the positions of its team
mates, the ball, and the opponent players. Figure 2 shows the
components of the state estimator and its embedding into the
perception module.
This system consists of the sensor-data processing subsystem, the state estimator, and the belief state. The sensor-data
processing subsystem itself consists of a camera system with
several feature detectors and a communication link that enables
the robot to receive information from other robots. The belief state contains a position estimate for each dynamic taskrelevant object. In this paper the notion of position refers to the
x- and y-coordinates of the objects and includes for the robots of
the own team the robot’s orientation. The estimated positions
are also associated with a measure of accuracy, a covariance
matrix.
The sensor-data processing subsystem provides the following
kinds of information: (1) partial state estimates broadcasted by
other robots, (2) feature maps extracted from captured images,
and (3) odometric information. The estimates broadcasted by
the robots of the own team comprise the estimate of the ball’s
location. In addition, each robot of the own team provides an
estimate of its own position. Finally, each robot provides an
estimate for the position of every visible opponent. From the
captured camera images the feature detectors extract problemspecific feature maps that correspond to (1) static objects in the
environment including the goal, the borders of the field, and the
lines on the field, (2) a color blob corresponding to the ball, and
(3) the visual features of the opponents.
The working horse of the sensor-data processing subsystem
are a color classification (see section IV-C) and segmentation
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possible robot positions, given the observations taken by the
robot. In the remainder of this section we will first describe the
environment model used for localization. Then we detail the
representation of the robot’s position estimate. Finally, we will
describe the image pre-processing and the individual steps of
the pose estimation process.
A. The Environment Model
The robot’s model of the static part of its environment is composed of landmarks together with their positions and orientations. The landmarks themselves are described by 3D curve
functions that specify edge curves. Edge curves represent color
transitions, that is they separate image regions that differ in the
distribution of color vectors. Thus, a 3D curve feature is represented by a pair consisting of a curve function and a color
transition.

Fig. 3. The figure shows an image captured by the robot and the feature maps
that are computed for self, ball, and opponent localization.

algorithm that is used to segment a captured image into colored
regions and blobs (see Figure 3). Object detection is performed
on the basis of blob analysis. The color segmented image is
processed by a feature extraction algorithm (see section VI-C)
that estimates the 3D positions with associated uncertainties of
the objects of interest. The position of an object is estimated on
the basis of a pinhole camera model.
The state estimation subsystem consists of three interacting
estimators: the self localization system, the ball estimator, and
the opponents estimator. State estimation is an iterative process
where each iteration is triggered by the arrival of a new piece
of evidence, a captured image or a state estimate broadcasted
by another robot. The self localization estimates the probability density of the robot’s own position based on extracted environment features, the estimated ball position, and the predicted
position. The ball localizer estimates the probability density for
the ball position given the robot’s own estimated position and
its perception of the ball, the predicted ball position, and the
ball estimations broadcasted by the other robots. Finally, the
positions of the opponents are estimated based on the estimated
position of the observing robot, the robots’ appearances in the
captured images, and their positions as estimated by the team
mates.
Every robot maintains a global belief state, which is constructed as follows. The own position, the position of the ball,
and the positions of the opponent players are updated by local
state estimation processes. The estimated positions of its team
mates are the broadcasted results of the self localization processes of the respective team mates. This is done because the
accuracy of self localization is much higher than the accuracy
of the position estimation for moving objects.
IV. S ELF -L OCALIZATION
The self-localization module iteratively estimates, based on
a model of the environment, the probability density over the
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Fig. 4. Model of the neighborhood of a goal. The model contains the edges of
the objects and the color transition they are the borderline of.

Figure 4 depicts an excerpt of the environment model representing the neighborhood around a goal, which is used for self
localization in the robot soccer domain. The goal is modeled
as a set of 3D lines where each line is associated with a color
transition.
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is the center point,
is the radius, and
. Line features with multiple color transitions, see Figure 4, are defined by multiple curve functions. Using the world
model and a position estimate, the robot can predict where in a
captured image lines should be visible and which color transition they represent.
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B. The Representation of the Position Estimate
The second data structure used in the self-localization process is the representation of the robot’s position. Because the
robot is uncertain about its position in the environment, we represent its position estimate using a probability density function
that maps the possible positions of the robot into the probability
density that the respective position has generated the observations of the robot. We make the assumption that the probability
density can be approximated by a multi-variate Gaussian density and model the density using a mean vector and a covariance
matrix of the multi-variate Gaussian density.
C. Pre-processing of the Image Data
In mid-size robot soccer all object categories have different
colors: the ball is red, field lines are white, and the goals are
yellow and blue. These rules allow the application of a simple method for ”object recognition”: segment the image into
colored blobs and identify the blobs based on their color. The
color classifier is learned in a training session before tournaments in order to adapt the vision system to the specific light
conditions.
The classification of the RGB-16 color vectors is done using
a look-up table which combines two advantages: The classification is very fast and no assumptions regarding the shape of
class boundaries are required. The look-up table is constructed
in a two step process: First, an initial look-up table is obtained
from classified training images.
This look-up table is sparse
W 9 RGB
since usually most of the
vectors are not observed
in the classified images. Second, the unclassified RGB vectors
are classified using a nearest-neighbor classifier. The Euclidean
distances are computed in a 4D space defined by the transformation:
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Algorithm I. Self-localization integrating image data, odometric data, and
observations of team-mates over time to a MAP estimation.

for all three data types. The three cases corresponding to the
three data types (line 12 to 22 in Algorithm I) are explained
V
later. The MAP estimate  is given by
V

U

(3)

.9 F

The constant
is chosen to be quite small such that the
first three components are roughly independent of 69
the intensity.
Only for RGB vector close to black the constant
is important by ensuring a smooth transformation. Other common color
spaces such as HSI cause unwanted discontinuities for unsat
urated color values. The fourth component of describes the
intensity which is also valuable in order to separate the color
classes given in RoboCup. However, within one class usually
the intensities vary more than the normalized values, firstE three
elements.
Therefore, the intensity is normalized by
, e.g.
ED > F . Figure
3 depicts a captured RGB image (top) and the
resulting color labeled image (bottom).
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is the prior of the pose
summarizing all evidence gathered in the past. The prior at the current time step
is obtained by predicting the pose distribution estimated for the
previous time step. Our motion model (line 8) assumes that the
robot continues in average with constant rotational and translational velocity. The associated covariance is propagated using
a linear approximation of the motion model.
 ]_^a`.^  V  in equation (4) is the likelihood
The second term \ ]_^a`.^
V
that
given its current pose . The com the robot received
putation of the likelihoods corresponding to the three data types

( = image data, b = odometric data, = data from teammates) is explained below.
The optimization of the product in equation (4) can be transformed into a numerically more favorable optimization of a sum
by taking the negative logarithm:
V

D. The Self-localization Algorithm
The self-localization algorithm (see Algorithm I) running on
each robot integrates three different types of data: (1) image
data, (2) odometric data, (3) observations made by other teammates. These data are integrated over time to a maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimate of the robot’s pose. First, we describe
the parts of the self-localization algorithm which are identical
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Fig. 6. One iteration step: the new projected model curve is closer to the image
curve.

(b)
Fig. 5. Search for correspondences: (a) Due to the occlusion caused by the
robot, for one projected point no corresponding image point is found with the
required color transition. (b) By comparing the line width in the image with the
line width of the projection, wrong correspondences (crosses) can be detected.
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where is the Hessian of the objective function c in the estiV
mate  [10].
In all three cases in Algorithm I a distinct function evaluE
ates the fit between the pose and the latest data. For the case
where the data are image data the corresponding function c is
obtained by the following steps. In line (13) the 3D curve features that are predicted to be visible are projected into the image plane. In line (14) a local search is performed to establish
E and detected 3D curve
correspondences between the predicted
features. In line (15) the function c is obtained by evaluating the distances between the projections and the found image
points. Finally, in line (23) the resulting maximum a posteriori
criteria is optimized for the robot pose.
1) Projecting 3D Curve Points into the Image: In line (13)
points on the 3D curve features that are predicted to be visible are projected
of  a
   into the image plane. The observation
 B
3D
curve
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image
is
a
2D
image
curve
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V
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is the robot pose and
image curve function given by
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The function proj projects a 3D point, given in world coordinates, into the image and returns the pixel coordinates of the

resulting 2D point. First, the function proj converts the 3D
world coordinates into
3D robot coordinates. This conversion
V
depends on the pose of the robot. The first two elements of
V
the robot pose are the - and the -coordinate of the robot
position and the third element specifies the robot’s orientation.
Since we use a calibrated camera mounted on the robot, the 3D
robot coordinates can be transformed into 3D camera coordinates and finally, the pixel coordinates of the 2D projection
can
C
be computed. The resulting image curve function describes
V
the relation between the robot pose and the position of the
model curve points in the image.
2) Searching for Correspondences: For each model curve, a
small set of projected curve points that lie within the imageN# area
is determined. For each of these projected curve points
the
algorithm searches in line (14) for color transitions consistent
with the transitions specified
the model. To find the respecN# in by
tive transition points 
the image the algorithm locally
searches along the perpendiculars
of the model curve starting
$# , see
Figure 5a. This search
at the projected curve point
is performed within a fixed search area. Image points outside
the search area are regarded as outliers and are omitted. While
this is appropriate for the RoboCup environment, search areas
adapted to the uncertainty of the curve as in [11] could be beneficial in more complex environments.
N# found in the image, a standard
For eachNaccepted
point 
#
deviation
is used which describes the expected precision of
the observation along the perpendicular.
the RoboCup
$# the sameInvalue
$# whichsce-is
nario we use for each point 
obtained from experiments. However, for
restricted scenes
N# less
it might $be
necessary
to
use
different
.
For
example, indi# could take the image gradient into account.
vidual
The lines on the soccer field are treated as double color transitions. The two curve functions defining a line curve are used
to predict the line width in the image. By comparing the predicted width with the observed width wrong correspondences
can be rejected, see Figure 5b.
3) Evaluating the Fit between an Image and the Robot’s
Pose: To evaluate the quality of a fitE between an image and
the robot
given
E pose, we define a function c . The evaluation
N# found

by c is based on the distances between points
in

the image and the corresponding model curves . The accurate
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distance between a point and a curve is defined by a non-linear
function and requires usually a non-linear optimization. For
efficiency reasons the curve is locally approximated
by its tan] N# T V 
gent. The displacement (signed distance)
between an
N#
observed image point   and the corresponding tangent of the
projected model curve is
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N# T V  is the normal vector of the curve  in the point
where
   N# ( V  . The observations   N#  are noisy. The displacements
N#  and the real image curve are asbetween the observations  
sumed to be statistically independent and Gaussian
distributed
F
NE # 
]

with a mean value of and covariances
. Under these asV
sumptions, the likelihood for the robot’s pose is given by
\
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found in the
where  denotes the setE of all curve points 
image. The function c evaluating the fit between an image
and the robot pose is defined as
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4) Optimizing the Robot’s Pose: In line (23) of the selfE
localization algorithm, a single Newton
iteration step [10] minimizing the objective function c is performed.V The Newton
step is initialized by the current pose estimate  and yields a
new estimate. Figure 6 illustrates the result of a single iteration
step. After one iteration step, the new projected model curves
are closer to the$observed
image points. However, the projected
# are shifted
model points
along the model curves. Hence,
these new projected
points
do
not correspond to the initial ob$#
servations  . Therefore, after each iteration new color transitions are sought $along
the new perpendiculars defined by the
# . Since
new projections
the deviation between image curves
and projected model curves is already reduced, the new search
can be performed at clearly lower computational
cost. The proV
cess is iterated until the change of the estimate  is smaller than
a predefined value.
This iterative optimization enables the self-localization process to take non-linearities into account. The non-linearities
of the model curve functions are caused by different reasons,
such as dependence on the robot’s orientation and projection
into the image plane. This way the self-localization algorithm
can avoid inaccuracies typically yielded by other state estimation algorithms such as the extended Kalman filter, e.g. [12].
For the proposed method usually only few iterations (about
two or three) are necessary. Since the computational cost for the
self-localization is much smaller than the cost for the blob analysis, see section VI-C, the overall cost increases only slightly
by using multiple iterations. In general the higher computational cost is well compensated by a higher accuracy especially
in dynamic scenes where predictions are quite uncertain.
5) Incorporating OdometricE Data: Similarly to the image
data, in line (18) a function c
is used for evaluating the fit

 

 

 

Fig. 7. Search for image points along the perpendiculars. The ball’s contour is
projected into the image and the algorithm establishes correspondences for several selected points (big filled circles). For one image point no correspondence
is found, due to the inscription on the ball.

between consecutive odometric sensor readings and consecu
tive robot poses.
last two sensor readings the rela  ( the
 From
 U is computed, consisting of the
tive motion 

distance  between the last two positions and the difference

the last two orientations. We assume that the er between
rors of 
are zero-mean Gaussian distributed, mutually staE
tistically independent, and statistically independent of the noise
corrupting the image measurements. The resulting function c
is quadratic in the robot’s pose. Hence, for the optimization of
the objective function, see line (23) in Algorithm I, only one
iteration step is needed. The incorporation of ball observations
made by other team-mates is explained in the next section.
V. BALL -L OCALIZATION
A competent soccer player must always know where the ball
is. Therefore ball localization is the second state estimation to
be performed by the soccer robots. Because the ball is often
in the robot’s field of view, the ball can also be used for selflocalization.
On one hand, the estimated world coordinates of the ball depend on the world coordinates of the observing robot. On the
other hand, knowledge of the ball-position can be used for the
self-localization of the observing robot. In order to exploit these
interdependencies, the self-localization and the localization of
the ball are performed simultaneously in a single optimization.
A similar approach is used as for the self-localization.
The
2 V  (see
silhouette of the ball is described
by
a
curve
function
V
Figure 7). Here the vector to be estimated contains the pose
of the observing robot and the position of the ball. The optimization is done (as for the self-localization) simultaneously
over all curves, no matter whether a curve feature belongs to the
static world model or to the ball. The initialization of the ball
position is obtained from an analysis of red blobs. Several consistency checks are applied testing the shape and the relation
between the size and the ball distance. The biggest accepted
blob is back-projected yielding the initial ball position.
V
 it broadcasts a secE
After a robot has updated its estimate
ond order Taylor approximation c U of the part of the optimized
MAP objective function which depends on the latest observaE
tions. A receiving robot
updates its world model by including
the approximation c U into its own estimation. If the same robot
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Algorithm II. The Algorithm used for feature extraction and uncertainty estimation.


afterwards observes the ball, the knowledge of the vague
ball

position is used in order to refine the own pose. Robot uses
the ball as a dynamic landmark. For the ball a linear motion
model is used. However, since a ball prediction in a RoboCup
game is very vague the impact on the robot’s pose estimate is
almost zero unless the robot has no other evidence of its pose.
VI. L OCALIZATION

OF

O PPONENTS

Localization of opponents considers the following state estimation problem. The world is populated with a set of stationary and moving objects. The number of objects may vary
and they might be occluded and out of sensor range. Robots
are equipped with sensing routines that are capable of detecting
objects within sensor range, of estimating the positions of the
detected objects, and of assessing the accuracy of their estimate.
In this section we will describe the opponents tracking algorithm by first detailing the underlying opponents model, then
explaining the representation of tracked opponents position estimates, and finally presenting the computational steps of the
algorithm: (1) detecting feature blobs in the captured image
that correspond to an opponent, (2) estimating the position and
uncertainties of the opponent in world coordinates, and (3) associating them with the correct object hypothesis.
A. The Opponents Model
The basic data structure used )by
al
( the opponents tracking
gorithm is the object hypothesis . The indices  and represent the hypothesis number and creation time respectively. An
object hypothesis consists of an estimated 2D position, a 2D
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Algorithm III. The unscented transformation.

velocity vector, a diameter, a measure of uncertainty associated
with the estimation, and a second measure that represents the
degree of belief that this hypothesis accurately reflects an existing object. Because the number of objects might vary new
hypotheses might have to be added and old ( ones
 (9 (*+*have
  might
*+( =%( to ,
be deleted. The set of object hypotheses,
<

represents all valid hypotheses at time .
B. The Representation of Opponent Tracks
When tracking the positions of a set of opponent robots there
are two kinds of uncertainties that the state estimator has to deal
with. The first one is the inaccuracy of the robot’s sensors. We
represent this kind of uncertainty using a Gaussian probability
density. The second kind of uncertainty is introduced by the
data association problem, i.e. assigning feature blobs to object hypotheses. This uncertainty is represented by a hypotheses tree where nodes represent the association
of a feature blob
)(
( 9
with an object hypothesis. A node
is a son of the node
 (
if
results from the assignment
of an observed9 feature blob
9
 (
 (

with a predicted state
of the hypothesis
. In order to
constrain the growth of the hypotheses tree, it is pruned to eliminate improbable branches with every iteration of the opponent
tracking algorithm.











C. Feature Extraction and Uncertainty Estimation
This section outlines the feature extraction process (see Algorithm II) which is performed in order to estimate the positions and the covariances of the opponent team’s robots. Each
opponent robot is modeled in world coordinates by a bi-variate
Gaussian density with mean and covariance matrix.
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We assume that the opponent robots are colored black and
have approximately circular shape. Friend foe discrimination is
enabled through predefined color markers (cyan and magenta,
see Figure 3) on the robots. Each marker color may be assigned
to any of the two competing teams. Consequently it is important
that the following algorithms can be parameterized accordingly.
Furthermore, we assume that the tracked object almost touches
the ground (see Figure 8).
1) Extraction of Blobs Containing Opponent Robots: The
following procedure extracts a set of regions from a captured
image, where each region corresponds to a currently visible
robot. After capturing an image (see Algorithm II line 8) the
black color-regions are extracted in line (9) using color classification and morphological operators. In order to be recognized
as an opponent robot a black blob has to satisfy several constraints (line 10), e.g. a minimum/maximum size and a red or
green color-region adjacent to the bottom region row. These
constraints enable the routine to distinguish robots from black
logos and adverts affixed on the wall surrounding the field. Furthermore blobs that contain or have a color-region of the own
team color in the immediate neighborhood can be discarded.

image plane
optical
center

h

f

optical axis

viewing ray

estimated object distance

Fig. 8. An estimate of the robot’s distance is given through the intersection of
the viewing ray with the ground plane of the field.

In the next step the physical size of the object corresponding
to a blob is examined. For every extracted region the object’s
physical diameter is estimated. If it exceeds an upper threshold,
it is assumed that two robots are directly next to each other. In
this case the blob is divided into two.
In order to detect cascaded robots (line 11), i.e. opponent
robots that are partially occluded by other robots, our algorithm
uses discontinuities in row width. As soon as the length of a row
differs significantly from the length of its lower predecessor and
the respective world coordinates is more than 10 cm above the
ground it is assumed that a partly occluded object is detected.
However before the region can safely be split into two, the resulting subregions have to obey several further constraints, e.g.
minimum size.
Finally, for every extracted region three
are comJ features

puted (line 13): The bottom most pixel
, the column
 ] `
representing the center of gravity, and a mean blob 
. For
the latter two features only the three bottom most rows which
exceed a certain length are used. In order to determine these
rows, we allow also for occlusion through the ball.
Empirically we found that this feature extraction procedure
is sufficient to determine accurate positions of opponent robots.



Mistakenly extracted objects are generally resolved in a fast
manner by the opponent tracking algorithm.
2) Estimation of Opponent Position and Uncertainty: In
this section we discuss how the position and the respective covariance of an observed robot is estimated. This step takes the
estimated pose and the covariance of the observing robots as
well as position of the detected feature blob in the image and
the associated measurement uncertainties into account.

We define a function \_\ that determines the worldV coordi of the
nates of an opponent robot based on theJpose
 estimate

observing robot, the
pixel
coordinates
,
of
the
center
of
] `
gravity and the 
of the opponent robot’s
blob.
Due
to
rota
tions and radial
 distortions of the lenses \_\ is non-linear. First
the function \_\ converts the blob’s pixel coordinates to relative
polar coordinates. On this basis and the width of the observed
blob the radius of the observed robot is estimated. Since the polar coordinates only describe the distance to the opponent robot
but not the distance to its center, the radius is added to the distance. Finally the polar coordinates are transformed into world
V
coordinates taking the observing robot’s pose estimate  into
account.
3
2
In order to estimate the position  and the covariance 
of an opponent robot, we will use a technique called the unscented transformation [13]. This transformation allows the
efficient propagation of uncertainties without creating the necessity to derive the partial derivatives of the propagation functions. Julier and Uhlmann also proved that the unscented transformation provides more realistic uncertainty estimations than
a standard Taylor approximation.



In order to apply the unscented;
transformation, an augmented
mean  (line 14) and covariance
(line 15) describing jointly
the observing robot’s
pose
estimate
and
observed robot feaJ ,  and   ]_` the
V
d
are  assumed
to be untures is set up.  ,
e#"
correlated with variances  ,  and
. These sigmas

!

are dependent on the image processing hardware and can be
determined from a series of experiments.



The unscented transformation (line 16) is then applied to the
augmented mean and covariance using the non-linear mapping

2
 and uncer\ \ . This
  ' 
;3 yields the opponent robot’s position

tainty   , which
of the feature
 . are stored in the element
vector
In Figure 9 the uncertainties of objects depending on the uncertainty of the observing robot and their relative distances are
displayed using -contours. For illustrative purposes the uncertainty ellipses are scaled by an order of five. Each robot
observes two obstacles in 3.5 and 7 meters distance. Robot
Odilo is very certain about its pose estimate and thus the covariance of the observed robot depends mainly on its distance.
Robot Grimoald has a high uncertainty in its orientation ( 
degrees). Consequently the position estimate of the observed
obstacle is less precise and highly influenced by the orientation
uncertainty.
 3 
Finally the extracted features
are associated with the
 (
predicted hypotheses  by the multiple hypothesis tracking algorithm presented in the subsequent section.
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Fig. 9. Propagation of uncertainties. For illustrative purposes the uncertainty
ellipses are scaled by an order of five.

D. Multiple Hypothesis Tracking
For associating new observations with existing object hypotheses we use a variant of Reid’s Multiple Hypothesis Tracking (MHT) algorithm [14]. The objective of the MHT algorithm
is to keep a set of object hypotheses, each describing a unique
real object and its position, to maintain the set of hypotheses
over time, and to estimate the likelihood of the individual hypotheses. We demonstrate how the MHT framework can be
applied to model dynamic environments in multi-robot systems
and equip it with mechanisms to handle multiple mobile sensors
with uncertain positions.
Before we dive into the details of the MHT algorithm let us
first get an intuition of how it works. The MHT algorithm maintains a forest of object hypotheses, that is a set of trees. The
nodes in the forest are object hypotheses and represent the association of an observed object with an existing object hypothesis.
Each hypothesis has an association probability, which indicates
the likelihood that observed object and object hypothesis refer
to the same object. In order to determine this probability the
motion model is applied to the object hypothesis of the previous iteration, in order to predict the object’s position. Then the
association probability is computed by weighing the distance
between the predicted and the observed object position. Thus
in every iteration of the algorithm each observation is associated with each existing object hypothesis.
The computational structure of the algorithm is shown in Algorithm IV. An( iteration
the set of hypotheses of
  =(9 (+*begins
*+*+(  %( with
 from
the previous iteration
object
states
<

=(
. Each
is a random variable ranging over the state space
of a single object and represents a different assignment of measurements to objects, which was performed in the past. The
algorithm maintains a Kalman filter for each hypothesis.
 ; >     9  ;
 8
data (7),
> 0(+With
& arrival
 ;=of> 0new
**+* (  the
 , thesensor
motion model (8) 4 is9 applied to each
 (
hypothesis and intermediate hypotheses 
are predicted.
For this step usually a constant velocity model is used. Assignments of measurements to objects (11) are accomplished on the
basis of a statistical distance measurement, such as the Mahalanobis distance. Each subsequent child hypothesis represents
one possible interpretation of the set of observed objects and,



















Algorithm IV. The Multiple Hypothesis Tracking Algorithm.

together with its parent hypothesis, represents one possible interpretation of all past observations. With every iteration of the
MHT, probabilities (12) describing the validity of hypotheses
are calculated. Furthermore for every observed object an new
hypothesis with associated probability is created (14).
In order to constrain the growth of the hypothesis trees the
algorithm prunes improbable branches (15). Pruning is based
on a combination of ratio pruning, i.e. a simple lower limit on
the ratio of the probabilities of the current and best hypotheses,
[14]. This algorithm
assumes
and the -scan-back algorithm

A;
9
that any ambiguity at time is  resolved
by
time
.
( has  children, the Consequently if at time hypothesis
sum of
the probabilities of the leaf notes of each branch is calculated.
The branch with the greatest probability is retained and( the oth
ers are discarded. After pruning the world state of can
be extracted (16). Please note that this world state is always
steps delayed behind the latest observations. However, in section VI-F we will demonstrate that this delay can be overcome
by observers performing observations in parallel.





E. Computing the Likelihood of Hypotheses
Obviously, the heart of the MHT algorithm is the computation of the likelihood
hypothesis-observation
 ( 4 9   of Pthe
 , indifferent
associations,
line 12 of the algorithm in Algorithm IV. In this section we derive the formula that is used in
order to compute this probability. The derivation of this formula
is critical because it tells us which probabilities must be specified by programmers in order to apply the algorithm to specific
applications.

 (
Let
be the sequence of all measurements
up to time . A

new hypothesis of an object at time is made
  up of the current
9
set of assignments (also called
an
event),
, and a previous
(
state of this
hypothesis,
,
based
on
observed
features up to
 @ >
time step
inclusively.
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e can transform the probability of an object’s hypothesis
We
 '     (  using Bayes’ rule and the Markov assumption in order to obtain an easier expression: 9
 (   ( 4
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Here is a normalization
factor ensuring that
sums
 (
up to one over all . The last term of this equation is probability of the parent global hypothesis that has been computed
in the previous iteration. The second factor can be evaluated as
follows [15]:
    ( 9 (  ( 9  
 [  
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e
e
`
 variables.  ( ) is 1, if track is detected (deleted) at time and 0
otherwise.
e
The indicator variable  depends on` the observing robots






camera orientation. It is 1, if` the track is within the sensor’s
field of perception and track is not occluded by another team
mate. U is used to model the declination of an unobserved hy-

 

F. Applying MHT to Autonomous Robot Soccer



In the following we will discuss the remaining parameters
of the MHT algorithm. The probability of detection
represents the probability that a track is detected by an observing
robot, if it is within it’s field of view. During the experiments in
section VII we have set
to 0.9.
By default we set the termination likelihood U to 40. This
allows an unconfirmed hypothesis to survive for approx. 2 seconds. Remembering objects that are currently not visible is important to avoid collisions and thereby reduce the risks of being
charged for fouls. The mean rates of false observations
and
new tracks
are 0.0002 and 0.04 respectively.
The depth
of the tracking tree is set to four. This is the
minimal depth that allows each team mate to contribute an observation to the hypothesis fusion process. The empirical investigations will show that the update-times of the MHT within
our application domain are fast enough to handle the observations of all four robots. Thus the first set of global hypotheses, after the initialization of the MHT, is already created after
every robot has performed only one local opponent observation. Since these observations are performed in parallel and
integrated through the MHT in real time (before the next opponent observations are performed), a depth of four contributes
sustainable to the quality of the global opponent hypotheses.
The maximum number of hypothesis was limited to 50 and the
value for ratio pruning was set to 0.001.









VII. E MPIRICAL I NVESTIGATION

The presented algorithms are applied in our middle-size
RoboCup
team, the AGILO RoboCuppers. The cooperative lo >[@
pothesis
probability
over
time.
It
is
defined
as
.
U
calization
approach was successfully applied since 1999 during


is the number of consecutive time steps a hypothesis was several RoboCup World Championships and several local Gernot observed. U determines the speed of the declination pro- man contests. The multiple object tracking algorithm described
cess. Larger U result in a slower declination of the hypothesis in this paper has been employed by our robot soccer team for
probability.
the first time in the fifth robot soccer world championship in
The first term on the right hand side of equation 17 denotes Seattle (2001). In 2001 the team has played six games for a
the association probability of a measurement and a hypothesis. total of about 120 minutes. The team advanced to the quarter
In
  ( order to determine this term it is assumed that a measurement finals.
has a Gaussian
probability density function if it is associated
Unfortunately, in the middle size robot soccer league there is
` 
with object .
no external sensing device which records a global view of the
e     P 
e    ' 0(    0( ?e  P<

(19) game and can be used as the ground truth for experiments. Thus

E
"
"

(  (
(
(  (
? WZY   <e   
* for the experimental results in this section we can only use the
subjective information of our robots and argue for the plausibil   
ity
of their behavior and belief states. To do so, we have written

Here
denotes the predicted measurement for hypothesis
`
e  
log
files and recorded the games using video cameras in order
and
is the associated innovation covariance. The probto
evaluate
our algorithm.
abilities of a new object and a spurious measurement are taken
Every
robot
of the soccer team is equipped with its own comto be uniformly distributed over the observation volume . In
puter
(Pentium
III 500 MHz). On this computer several proour implementation the observation volume is the interseccesses
are
running
in order to perform image processing, path
tion of the field of view (neglecting occlusions) and the soccer
planning,
action
selection
and object tracking. Currently evfield. Thus is a function of the robot’s pose estimate and the
ery
robot
processes
approx.
15 frames per second. From every
camera’s field of view.
%
frame
a
pose
estimate,
a
ball
estimate and a set of opponent ob9
     +(  ( 9 (  ( 9 <
! e   ?' ? 1
servations is extracted and sent to all other robots of the team
\

via wireless Ethernet. Every robot iterates the opponent track(20)
ing
algorithm once for every set of opponent observations (own
 3 

The quantity is another indicator variable which is 1, if
and team mates) and computes a new estimate of the world
came from a known track and 0 otherwise.
state. This estimated state serves as input for action selection
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Fig. 10. The robot’s views from 6 different poses on the pitch. Mean error of
the self-localization for the
/ -coordinates, and the rotation angle .

and path planning. When the robots planning and action selection algorithms’ are turned off the vision system and opponent
tracking algorithm are easily able to cope with the maximum
frame rate of our camera (25 fps).
A. Cooperative Self-Localization



In general it was found that the localization algorithm runs
with
mean processing time of 18 msec for a 16-Bit RGB (
W ) aimage.
Only for 4% of the images the processing time
exceeds 25 msec [16].
In the first experiment the accuracy of the vision-based selflocalization is investigated. Odometric data and data from
team-mates are not used and the state noise is set to very high
values. This mainly eliminates the correlation between consecutive pose estimates. A robot is set up at six different positions
(see Figure 10) and the self-localization algorithm is run for
about 30 seconds. From about 750 pose estimates the mean error of the -/ -coordinates and the rotation angle are computed
and displayed in Figure 10. The accuracy of the estimated pose
depends on the features visible and their distance to the camera.
The poses (a), (d) and (e) allow a quite accurate pose estimation. In pose (b) the visible features are far away and therefore,
the resulting estimate is less accurate. The problem of pose (c)
is that an error in the -coordinate can be compensated by the
rotation angle, and vice versa. From pose (f) only one edge
is visible which is not sufficient in order to determine all three
pose parameters. In this case data-fusion with e.g. odometric
data is needed to overcome this problem. In areas where precise robot movements are required, e.g. near the goals, enough
features for robust vision-based pose estimation are present.
An analysis of the errors shows that the standard deviations
of the pose estimates is small compared to the actual errors, usually less than 15%. The bias of the pose estimate indicates that
the impact of image noise is quite small compared to systematic
errors. Such errors may be caused for example by inaccuracies

 



(c)
Fig. 11. Illustration of a sequence of iteration steps. Dots indicate projected
model points, squares depict corresponding image points. (a) Initialization. (b)
The result of one iteration step is equivalent to the estimate of an extended
Kalman filter. (c) Further iterations can yield significant improvements.

of the camera calibration or the environment model as well as
unevenness of the floor.
Figure 11 depicts the results for a sequence of iteration steps.
The result after one iteration step (see Figure 11a and b) is identical to the estimate of an extended Kalman filter. This estimate
is substantially improved by our non-linear method using multiple iteration steps (see Figure 11b and c).
In the next experiment we examine the capability to fuse visual and odometric data over time. A robot starts at the top left
corner of the playing field and moves along an 8-shaped trajectory across the field, see Figure 12a. Starting- and endingpoint of the trajectory are the same. The four major
; turning
@
points
are
at
the
corners
of
the
penalty-area
(
m,
 ; @ > * W m). The first trajectory is exclusively derived
from the vision based pose estimates. The second trajectory
is obtained by dead-reckoning. The third trajectory is the result of the fusion process combining data from both sensors.
The weaknesses of the pure vision-based localization and deadreckoning approach are clearly visible. For the vision-based approach comparatively fast changes of the estimated pose may
happen if the observed features change. Generally this happens only when too few or too distant features are visible. This
can be observed when the robot crosses the field diagonal and
does not see the middle-line and center-circle anymore (see Figure 12a). The dead-reckoning trajectory exhibits the clear error
accumulation over time, e.g. starting-and ending-point of the
trajectory are about 80 centimeters apart. The approach based
on both data types is able to cope with both weaknesses. Vision
based pose inaccuracies are compensated by the relative movements derived from the odometric data. The accumulation of
the dead-reckoning error is corrected by the vision based pose
estimates.
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Fig. 12. (a) Data-fusion of vision and dead-reckoning position estimates. (b)
Set-up for the cooperative localization experiment.

In the third experiment the robots sensor data fusion is tested.
Three robots are put at predefined positions on the field. After
the robots have estimated their pose, a red ball is put on the
field, such that all robots can see the ball. Figure 12b outlines
the experimental set-up. Table I gives a brief summary of the
results. For every robot three rows are given. The first row
contains the robot’s exact pose and the exact ball position. In
the second row the robot’s pose estimate and the corresponding
uncertainties are displayed. The third row shows the pose and
position estimates of the ball after it was put on the field. All positions are given in Cartesian world coordinates and measured
in meters, the orientations are measured in degrees. Robots
Theodo and Hugibert estimate their poses correctly with high
accuracies. Grimoald can only detect the edge between the field
and the top boundary. Thus, it estimates and correctly but
sees itself too far to the right. After the ball was put on the field
Grimoald receives the ball’s position estimates from the other
two robots, and applies them to correct its own pose. This experiment was also performed several times with moving robots
and equally good results. This feature of our algorithm will gain
even more importance from 2002 on, when the walls surrounding the RoboCup field will be removed.





B. Cooperative Opponent Tracking
The analysis of the log files from RoboCup 2001, revealed
that an average iteration of the opponent tracking algorithm for
a set of opponent observations takes between 6 to 7 msecs [17],
[18]. This allows our implementation to process the observations of all robots (max. frame rate: 25Hz) in real time. The
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Fig. 13. (a) The trajectories of four AGILO robots, (b) their opponent observations and (c) the resolved tracks.

minimum and maximum iteration times were measured to be
1.1 msecs and 86 msecs respectively. On average 3.2 opponents were tracked. This is a reasonable number since there
are maximal 4 opponent players and players can be send off or
have to be rebooted off the field. In breaks of the games (when
people entered the field) or when there are crowds of robots
the opponent tracking algorithm tracked successfully up to 11
objects.
A typical result of the AGILO game state estimator is shown
in Figure 13. The upper picture shows the positions of the AGILO players of the own team, computed through vision-based
self localization. The middle picture shows the individual observations of the opponent robots. The colors of the observations indicate which AGILO robot made the observation. You
have to look at the color figures in order to see the individual
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TABLE I
L OCALIZATION RESULTS WITH AND WITHOUT FEATURES OBSERVED BY

observations of the different robots and how they are merged
into a consistent track. In the lower picture the tracks as they
were resolved by the tracking algorithm are displayed. They
are divided into subsections. The number of the robot that contributed the most observations to this part of the track is denoted
next to the track.
Qualitatively, we can estimate the accuracy of the game state
estimation by looking for jumps in the tracked lines. We can
see that the tracks of own robots are smooth and can therefore
be expected to be accurate. The tracks of the opponent robots
look very reasonable too. They are less accurate and sometimes
only partial. This is due to the high inaccuracy and incompleteness of the sensory data. However, it is observable that several tracks resulted from merging the observations of different
robots. In addition, the merging of the different observations
results in fewer hallucinated obstacles and therefore allows for
more efficient navigation paths. Several wrong opponent observations made by the goal keeper (1) were correctly omitted by
the opponent tracking algorithm and not assigned to a track. We
have cross checked the tracks computed by the algorithm using
video sequences recorded during the matches. The tracks are
qualitatively correct and seem to be accurate. A more thorough
evaluation is only possibly based on the ground truth for the situations. We are currently implementing tracking software for a
camera mounted above the field that allows us to compute the
ground truth for the next RoboCup championship.
C. The Effect of Cooperation
The cooperation of the different robots increases both, the
completeness and the accuracy of state estimation. Accuracy
can be substantially increased by fusing the observations of different robots because the depth estimate of positions are much
more inaccurate than the lateral positions in the image. This
can be accomplished through the Kalman filter’s property to
optimally fuse observations from different robots into global
hypotheses with smaller covariances.
The completeness of state estimation can be increased because all the robots can see only parts of the field and can be
complemented with observations of the team mates. The other
effect we observed was that cooperation allowed to maintain the
identity of opponent players over an extended period of time,
even though the field of view of the observing robots is limited.

SEVERAL ROBOTS .

This point is well illustrated in Figure 13. The three opponent
field players were tracked successfully over a period of 30 seconds.
VIII. R ELATED W ORK
Related work comprises work done on vision-based localization and object tracking conducted in- and outside the robot
soccer domain.
In the robot soccer domain algorithms for probabilistic selflocalization have been proposed. Gutmann et al. [19] have
proposed a self localization method based on a Kalman filter
approach by matching observed laser scan lines into the environment model. We differ from this approach mainly by using
vision data instead of laser data. The main challenge for vision
algorithms is, that they have to cope with the larger amount of
data. Further approaches to vision-based self localization using
directional and omnidirectional cameras can be found in [20],
[21], [22], [23], [24]. Most of them are data driven, e.g. apply
a Hough transformation or other computational expensive feature extraction technique to the complete image, whereas our
approach is model driven and requires only the evaluation of
a few pixels in the vicinity of a projected model feature point.
Blake and Isard [11] also perform model driven localization.
However they restrict themselves to weak perspective and linear models. By employing an iterative optimization, our algorithm further extends the extended Kalman filter approach [12]
such that it can handle non-linear models more accurately.
Enderle et al. [25], [24] have developed a vision-based selflocalization module using a sample-based Markov localization
method, that is also known as Monte Carlo localization (MCL).
In Fox et al. [26] an extension of this approach to multi-robot
systems is proposed. The advantage of MCL is that no assumption about the shape of the probability distribution is made.
However, in order to achieve high accuracy, usually a large
number of samples is required. The sample set converges to
9 samples goes to infinity
the true posterior as the number of
with a convergence speed of b  & [27], [28]. Hence, MCL
leads to limited accuracy and/or relatively high computational
cost. The self localization method that is proposed here has
the advantage that it is fast as it utilizes Newton iteration with
quadratic convergence speed. A similar iterative optimization
of a MAP criterion is also employed in [29].
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Roumeliotis and Bekey [30] present an approach in which
sensor data from a heterogeneous collection of robots are combined through a single Kalman filter to estimate the pose of each
robot in the team. Further works [31], [32] have described approaches in which robots actively coordinate their movements
in order to reduce cumulative odometric errors. While all these
methods rely on the capability of robots to detect and identify
each other correctly, our approach is able to exploit knowledge
about other objects, which do not belong to the team.
To the best of our knowledge no probabilistic state estimation method has been proposed for tracking the opponent robots
in robot soccer or similar application domains. Dietl and Gutmann [33], [19] estimate the positions of the opponents and
store them in the team world model but they do not probabilistically integrate the different pieces of information. Probabilistic tracking of multiple moving objects has been proposed by
Schulz and Burgard [6]. They apply sample-based joint probabilistic data association filter (SJPDAF) estimation to the tracking of moving people with a moving robot using laser range
data. In contrast to the SJPDAF the MHT requires less computational power if the pruning parameters are carefully selected.
Hue et al. [34] also track multiple objects with particle filters.
In their work data association is performed on the basis of the
Gibbs sampler. Our approach to multiple hypothesis tracking
is most closely related to the one proposed by Cox and Miller
[35]. Cox and Leonard [36] use multiple hypothesis tracking to
model a static environment consisting of corners and walls. We
extend their work on multiple hypothesis tracking in that we apply the method to a more challenging application domain where
we have multiple moving observers with uncertain positions. In
addition, we perform tracking at an object level rather than at
a feature level. Further applications where multiple hypothesis tracking is used include active global localization of a robot
within a topological map [37] and navigation of an autonomous
system in unknown environments [38].
IX. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have developed and analyzed a probabilistic, vision-based state estimation method for individual, autonomous robots. This method enables a team of mobile robots
to estimate their joint positions in a known environment and
track the positions of autonomously moving objects. Our results suggest that purely image-based probabilistic estimation
of complex game states is feasible in real time even in complex
and fast changing environments.
The state estimators of different robots cooperate to increase
the accuracy and reliability of the estimation process. This cooperation between the robots enables them to track temporarily
occluded objects and to faster recover their position after they
have lost track of it. This is possible because the estimation
method is able to exploit the interdependencies between selflocalization and the localization of other observed objects.
The vision-based state estimation method runs within framerate. This high speed is achieved by first, focusing on selected
image points in the vicinity of predicted model points and secondly, by efficiently fusing information over time using an extension of the Kalman filter. In contrast to the extended Kalman
filter, we explicitly take the nonlinearity of the measurement

equations into account. This leads to high accuracies and good
predictions.
We have empirically validated the method based on experiments with a team of physical robots. These experiments have
shown that cooperative localization leads to a higher localization accuracy. Furthermore, our method allows for solving certain localization problems that are unsolvable for a single robot.
For example, one robot can resolve ambiguities in position estimates by taking into account the estimates provided by other
robots.
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